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NUMBER Choice Justification 

1 D Fibrinogen is a soluble fibrous protein found in blood 
Used in blood clotting. 

2 A  

3 B  

4 C The rate of sugar break down in a cell is determined by the amount 
of ATP used up. If a lot of ATP ia being used, then more sugar will 
automatically be broken so as to synthesize more ATP. However , 
the specific  factor controlling the rate of sugar break down is the 
amount of ADP and inorganic phosphate (Pi) 

5 A Length of the wing is variable 

6 D  

7 D ¼ of the seed (tt) failed to develop. The heterozygous if 2/3 of 600 = 
400 

8 C  

9 C  

10 A/D  

11 D  

12 B  

13 C  

14 A  

15 C  

16 D  

17 C Corpus luteum develop after ovulation to produce progesterone.   

18 A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

19 B In the retina, the cones are concetrated in the centre and rods are 
scattered n he periphery. Excellent detection of movement at the 
lateral edges is attributed the rods which are stimulated 
peripherally. This also explains why clear vision in dim light is 
excelent when an object is looed at from the side than directly. 

20 A Iron bacteria are chemosynthetic bacteria 

21 C  

22 B  

23 D  

24 D  
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Parent  genotype     ttbb             x           TtBb 

 

Gamete                    tb                        TB       Tb          tB          tb 

 

 

 

 

Offspring genotype         TtBb         Ttbb                 ttBb          ttbb 

Offspring phenotype      1tall           1Tall                1 short     1short 

                                          Blue        white                  blue        white 



25 A Thyloid hormone increase metabolic rae 

26 D  

27 B Pressure potential is zero, while osmotic potential is not zero 

28 B Endoplasmic reticulum is used to transport materials in a cell. 

29 C  

30 A Species extincion may not be caused by deforestation 

31 B Light opens the stomata, which carry away saturated air with 
moisture increasing a diffusion gradient for water vapour. 

32 A/C Magnesium is used to manufacture chlorophyll 

33 B ATP is produced by cyclic and non cyclic photophosphorylation  
during the light stage of photosynthesis 

34 D Squamus epithelium is thin to reduce diffussion gradient 

35 B  

36 C A large surface area increases the rate of diffusion 

37 C  

38 B Whhen milk is given growth increases 

39 B Not all bacteria have flagella 

40 C The more hosts the more chance of survival 

 
Number 41 
 
 (a)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



(b) Properties of fats as storage compounds 

- Has high energy content than carbohydrates 

- It is lighter 

- It is compact and requires less space 

- It is a raw material for hormones 

- Insoluble in water that they have low osmotic value 

(c) (i) Structural functions 

- Make up cell membrane 

- Protection: lipids are constituents of the waxy cuticle of plants and insects 

- Lipids are water repellant thus prevent water loss from or entry into an animal skin 

- Their spongy nature protects delicate organs as shock absorbers. 

- Being bad conductors, they reduce water loss from the body when deposited beneath the 

skin for insulation 

- Storage ; they are better storage compounds than carbohydrates due high calories value, 

due to high hydrogen content, they are light, insoluble in water, compact to fit in a small 

volume and are easily used when required.  

 
(ii) Physiological functions 

- Source of metabolic water 

- Store fat soluble vitamins (ADEK) 

- Source of metabolic water 

- Raw materials for hormones 

 
Number 42 
(a) Adaptive radiation is specialization of homologous structures to serve different functions. For 

example, the fore limbs of man (arms) are modified for manipulation while those of bird (wings) 

for flight. 

(b) Importance of adaptive radiation 

It enables organisms with the structures to exploit different ecological niches hence reduce 

competition. 

(c) (i) Presence of  homologous structure which have been modified to perform different functions in 

apparently similar organisms to adapt different environmental conditions and modes of life, 

is an indication of evolution from common ancestor. 

(ii) Presence of structures with the same basic plan or fundamentally similar in different organism, 

though, modified to serve different functions in different environment is an indication of 

evolution from common ancestor 

.Number 43 

(a) (i) the brain mature rapidly to take over the overall control of the body system 
 



(ii) Lymph tissue which produces white blood cells to fight infections, grows rapidly in early 
life when the risk of disease is greater as the immunity has not been acquired. 

(iii) The reproductive organs grow slowly such that they are mature when the organism is 
body is ready to support the fetus and to take care of the offspring. 

(iv) Whole body grows fast up to about 7year, gradual growth up to about 11 years and 
thereafter very rapid growth up to maturity size because there is much tissue formation 
in the early years and rapid elongation in the latter years 

 
(b) Allometric growth 
 

Number 44 
(a) What do you understand by biological control? (2marks) 
Use of a living organism (predator/parasite) to control a population of pest 
(b) What consideration must be made before application of a biological pest control method? 

(2marks) 

 Whether the control egent is specific to intended pest 

 Rate of reproduction of both pest and control organism 

 Control organism should feed on all life stages of the pest 

 Potential predators ofcontrol organism must be identified 

 Control agent must be specific feeding on only the pest hence die when the pest is exhuasted  
(c) (i) state two ways in which chemical pest control method can upset ecosystem(2marks) 

- The chemical may kill other organisms in ecosystem reducing biodiversity 
- The chemical may accumulate in tissue along the food chain killing unintended 

organism 
- The chemical may lead to water pollution 
- Natural predator of the pest may be deprived of food 

 
(ii) Suggest two reasons why pests eventually flourish after a period of pesticide 

application. (2marks)  
- Resistant strain to the pesticide may evolve  
- Pesticide may kill th predators to the pest such that the pest increases in absence of the 

predator 
(d) Suggest three characteristics of a good pesticide (3marks) 
- Should be highly specific to the pest. 
- Should be biodegradable 
- Low toxicity to other organism 
- Cheap  
- Readily available 

 

Number 45 
(a) Explaining the position of the curves for lungworm and pigeon in reference to that for 

human 
(i) Lungworm 

Curve lies to the left of that on human because hemoglobin of lungworm has a 
higher affinity for oxygen than that of human. This enables it to load oxygen in its 
environment of low oxygen tension. 
 

(ii) Curve lies to the right of that on human because hemoglobin of pigeon has a lower 
affinity for oxygen than that of human. This enables it to release oxygen easily in 
order to fuel its high metabolic acitivity. 



(b) (i) 

 
(ii) The curve for lungworm shifts slightly to right because its hemoglobin is less sensitive to 
change in the concentration of carbon dioxide. While that of human shifts more because 
human hemoglobin is more sensitive to changes in concentration of carbon dioxide. 

 
Number 46 

(a) Photophosphorylation is the formation of ATP from ADP and inorganic phosphate using 

sunlight as the source of energy. 

(b) Cyclic photophosphorylation occurs in thylakoid membranes in chloroplast. 

(c) (i) Light strikes chlorophyll molecule PSI 

(ii) an electron is excited, passes through electron carrier system and return to PSI 

(iii)  in the process,  H+ builds up in the thylakoid space creating a gradient. Then the passage 

of H+ out of the thylakoid provides energy for synthesizing ATP. 

 
 


